Authors' response to review of "Northern high-latitude permafrost and terrestrial carbon response to solar geoengineering" by Chen et al.

We thank your constructive comments, which help us clarify and greatly improve the study. In the following, comments from the referee are in black, our responses are in blue.

The authors used a suit of models to explore the potential impact of solar engineering on permafrost carbon dynamics. They mainly found that the permafrost carbon feedback will be greatly inhibited in the scenario of solar engineering, and the permafrost ecosystems remains a carbon sink and the solar engineering will delay the transition of ecosystem carbon cycle from sink to source.

First, the historical simulations have a large deviation from the observed permafrost in terms of area and active layer thickness. The model evaluation needs to be performed in a great detail. Such model deficiency could definitely introduce significant biases into our understanding of the solar engineering impact on the permafrost dynamics. Whether these biases would undermine the main results and conclusions are yet to be determined. The authors should explore the model biases and their potential sources, and discuss the potential impact of these biases on the results. Such model biases would also be present in the simulated terrestrial carbon components such as NPP and ecosystem respiration.

Thanks for your comments. We have taken great care to analyze the model results, and have added a completely new group of land-only experiments to examine the response of northern high-latitude permafrost and terrestrial carbon and compare it with outputs from the full-coupled earth system models (ESMs).

The simulated historical permafrost areas, defined by the annual maximum active layer thicknesses (ALT) $\leq 3$ m, are considerably underestimated in three ESMs (IPSL-CM6A-LR, MPI-ESM1-2-LR and UKESM1-0-LL). The deviation from the observed permafrost status can be ascribed mainly to the biases in the simulated near-surface air temperature and thermal offsets of snow and surface soil layers. UKESM1-0-LL tends to underestimate summer near-surface air temperature (Figure R1a), but its soil depth is too shallow (the node depth of bottom layer is less than 3 m) to simulate properly soil temperatures in northern high-latitude. Additionally, its recently added multilayered snow scheme produces a too large snow thermal insulation in winter (Figure R1b), the combined effects lead to a large increase in the mean annual ground temperature (MAGT) and much less permafrost, which has been analyzed in a previous study by Burke et al., (2020). IPSL-CM6A-LR and MPI-ESM1-2-LR show relatively smaller deviation in near-surface air temperature, and they have sufficiently deep soil profiles. But the ground thaws too quickly in the summer, likely because the two models do not consider the latent heat of water-phase change (Burke et al., 2020) and consequently lead to much smaller thermal insulation of top surface layer in summer (Figure R1c). More reasonable representation of northern high-latitude snow and soil processes should be considered in these models in future developments.
Figure R1. Climatological monthly near-surface air temperature biases and thermal offsets of each ESM. Panel (a) shows the biases in the simulated temperature compared with the observation dataset from Climatic Research Unit gridded Time Series Version 4 (CRU Ts v4, Harris et al., 2020). Panel (b) and (c) show the median values of thermal offsets vs mean annual air temperature (MAAT) in winter and summer. The thermal offset is calculated as the differences between soil temperature at 0.2 m depth and near-surface air temperature. Only grid cells where the winter mean near-surface air temperatures are between -25 and -15 °C during the baseline period 1995-2014 are shown.

The large deviation in the simulated permafrost area, ALT and soil carbon storage can mislead our understanding of the solar engineering impacts on the permafrost dynamics. The uncertainties in high-latitude permafrost region derived directly from ESMs' results could be separated into two parts: ESMs' responses to future climate scenarios, and inter-model differences in representing land surface processes. To disentangle the impacts due to uncertainties of the ESMs' response to future climate scenarios, we use the anomaly forcing method to drive the latest Community Land Model version 5 (CLM5) with near-surface climate change signals derived from each ESM's future scenario simulations. The anomaly forcing method can effectively capture the relative changes between scenarios in terms of near-surface climate fields required to drive an offline land model. This method has been used by the Permafrost Carbon Network model intercomparison project (McGuire et al., 2018). Comparing the results of the anomaly forcing CLM5 simulations and the
ESMs simulations is helpful to understand the main sources of the uncertainties in the simulated northern high-latitude permafrost and terrestrial carbon response under solar geoengineering scenarios.

The CLM5 is a state-of-the-art land surface model that includes substantial processes associated with permafrost simulation, such as canopy snow processes, cryoturbation, decomposition limitation for frozen soils, vertically resolved soil carbon content (Lawrence et al., 2018). CLM5 can reasonably reproduce historical permafrost extent and soil carbon storage in northern high-latitude permafrost region (Lawrence et al., 2019). CLM5 offers a built-in function supporting the anomaly forcing method by applying precalculated future monthly anomaly signals to user-defined historical sub-daily reference forcing data (Lawrence et al., 2015). In our newly added experiments, monthly anomaly forcing datasets are created for each ESM's four future climate scenarios (G6solar, G6sulfur, ssp245 and ssp585) against their corresponding historical simulation during the period 2005-2014, including temperature, radiation, precipitation, pressure, wind, and specific humidity. CLM5 reconstructs new sub-daily forcing data by applying these precalculated monthly anomaly forcing on top of the 3-hourly Global Soil Wetness Project forcing dataset (GSWP3, http://hydro.iis.u-tokyo.ac.jp/GSWP3/), which is also used to drive CLM5 for its spin-up and historical simulation from 1850 to 2014 in this study.

In the CLM5 historical simulation driven by GSWP3 forcing dataset, the simulated permafrost area is 12.6 million km$^2$ in the baseline period (1995-2014), which is comparable to 12.21-16.98 million km$^2$ from observation (Zhang et al., 2000), 15.1 ± 2.8 million km$^2$ from statistical modelling (Aalto et al., 2018), 13.9 million km$^2$ from equilibrium state modeling of temperature at the top of permafrost (Obu et al., 2019), and 12.3 million km$^2$ derived from the observation based MAAT-permafrost probability relationship in the manuscript. The simulated soil carbon stock in the northern high-latitude permafrost region is 1137 PgC, a reasonable amount compared to the observation of 1035 PgC in the top 3 m soil (Hugelius et al., 2014).

Table R1 shows changes in NPP, Rh, NEP, vegetation carbon, soil carbon and terrestrial carbon stocks during the period 2080-2099 relative to the baseline period 1995-2014 in both the anomaly forcing CLM5 simulations and the ESMs simulations. During the baseline period in the permafrost region, both CLM5 and ESMs simulate a slightly larger NPP (2.9 PgC yr$^{-1}$ in CLM5, 2.7±0.7 PgC yr$^{-1}$ in ESMs) than Rh (2.7 PgC yr$^{-1}$ in CLM5, 2.5±0.6 PgC yr$^{-1}$ in ESMs). The more rapid growth in Rh than NPP in the anomaly forcing CLM5 simulations leads to decreases in NEP. In contrast, the ESMs simulated growth in Rh is slower than NPP, and NEP increases. By the end of this century, the soil carbon storage in the northern high-latitude permafrost region decreases in the anomaly forcing CLM5 simulations, while it increases in the ESM simulations.

Table R1. Changes in NPP, Rh NEP, vegetation carbon, soil carbon, terrestrial carbon over the baseline permafrost region during the period 2080-2099 relative to baseline period 1995-2014 for the anomaly forcing CLM5 simulations and the ESM simulations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>G6solar</th>
<th>G6sulfur</th>
<th>ssp245</th>
<th>ssp585</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>NPP (Pg C yr$^{-1}$)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CLM5</td>
<td>2.1±0.3</td>
<td>2.0±0.5</td>
<td>1.7±0.2</td>
<td>2.9±0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ESMs</td>
<td>2.0±1.0</td>
<td>1.9±1.0</td>
<td>1.5±0.4</td>
<td>2.5±0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Rh (Pg C yr$^{-1}$)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CLM5</td>
<td>2.5±0.5</td>
<td>2.5±0.6</td>
<td>2.0±0.4</td>
<td>3.9±0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ESMs</td>
<td>1.6±0.6</td>
<td>1.6±0.7</td>
<td>1.4±0.4</td>
<td>2.3±0.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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The across-model spreads of NPP in the anomaly forcing CLM5 simulations are about half of that in the ESMs simulations (Figure R2a), indicating the differences in near-surface climate fields and the differences in land surface processes represented by the ESMs exert similar impacts on the NPP changes. The spread of Rh changes is of similar magnitude for the anomaly forcing CLM5 simulations and the ESMs simulations (Figure R2b), implying that differences in land surface processes produce much smaller impacts than differences in near-surface climate fields. However, the accumulated impacts of carbon fluxes due to differences in the ESMs’ land surface processes lead to much profound impacts on terrestrial carbon pools as evidenced by much larger uncertainties in the ESMs simulations than in the anomaly forcing CLM5 simulations (Figure R2d-f). On the other hand, the differences in land surface processes do affect the magnitudes of soil carbon storage in the permafrost region and its decomposition rates (Walz et al., 2017), which then determines whether the soil carbon storage increases or decreases under future climate scenarios.

As CLM5 simulates a realistic soil carbon storage in northern high-latitude permafrost region, it is expected that more soil carbon in the permafrost region to be exposed under unfrozen conditions in the anomaly forcing CLM5 simulations than in the ESMs simulations. The simulated Rh in the northern permafrost region shows much greater increases than the southern region (Figure R3), leading to negative NEP (Figure R2c) and losses in soil carbon storage and terrestrial carbon storage in all four scenarios, which are opposite to the results from the ESMs simulations (Figure R2e-f). However, in both the anomaly forcing CLM5 simulations and the ESMs simulations, soil carbon storages are higher under G6solar and G6sulfur than ssp585. Thereafter, our conclusion that soil carbon would increase under G6solar and G6sulfur relative to ssp585 is robust although there are large differences in the ESMs’ land surface processes.
Figure R2. The multi-model ensemble mean of terrestrial carbon fluxes and carbon storage changes over the baseline permafrost region. The left column shows changes in NPP (a), Rh (b) and NEP (c) relative to the baseline period 1995-2014 under ssp245, ssp585, G6solar and G6sulfur. The right column shows changes in vegetation (d), soil (e) and terrestrial (f) carbon storages relative to the baseline period 1995-2014 under ssp245, ssp585, G6solar and G6sulfur. In each panel, bar charts denote one standard derivation from the multi-model ensemble mean averaged over the period 2080-2099, and the number above each bar denotes its magnitude. Dashed lines and hatched bars represent the anomaly forcing CLM5 simulations. Solid lines and solid filled bars represent the ESMs simulations. In panel (c), an 11-year running average is applied on NEP time series to filter its large inter-annual variation.
Figure R3. The multi-model ensemble mean changes in NEP (a, c, e, g) and soil carbon storage (b, d, f, h) averaged for the period 2080-2099 relative to the baseline period 1995-2014 under ssp245, ssp585, G6solar and G6sulfur over the baseline permafrost region. Hatched area indicates where the sign of change is same for the anomaly forcing CLM5 simulations and corresponding ESM simulations in terms of multi-model ensemble mean changes.

Second, I strongly disagree with the use of permafrost carbon throughout the manuscript. Almost all of the models did not really consider the permafrost carbon processes (freezing impact on decomposition, cryoturbation etc). Moreover, the models could even fail to capture the magnitude of permafrost carbon storage. The use of observation soil carbon data in this study did not consider the yedoma carbon pool, and the results presented here would therefore definitely...
mislead the readers. All of the expression related to permafrost carbon should be removed, since this is nothing to do with the real permafrost carbon dynamic processes.

Thanks for your constructive comments. In the five ESMs used in our study, only the land component (CLM5) of CESM2-WACCM considers relatively sophisticated permafrost physical and carbon processes as noted in our reply above. Others models do fail to capture the magnitude of soil carbon storage in the northern permafrost region. This is the very reason that we have carried out new experiments by using the anomaly forcing CLM5 to capture the uncertainties due to this problem.

On the centennial time scale, the soil carbon in the top 3 m depth is the most vulnerable to microbial decomposition and it controls changes in permafrost soil organic carbon stocks. The deeper yedoma contains about 10% of soil carbon in the present permafrost region and approximately 32 Pg C of it is stored in the upper 3 m soil (Strauss et al., 2017). The yedoma carbon pool has not been represented in most of the complex ESMs yet, and more in situ research might be required to better understand its physical processes, evolution and potential impacts. We encourage more modeling communities to engage in the development of yedoma parameterization into ESMs. To avoid misleading readers, we will revise the expression of "permafrost carbon" to "soil carbon in the permafrost region" and "permafrost carbon feedback" to "permafrost carbon-climate feedback" as suggested in Comyn-Platt et al. (2018), McGuire et al. (2018) and Lee et al. (2019). Thank you for pointing out this aspect.
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